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Sakai Courseware Management 
The Official Guide 
This book is the officially endorsed Sakai guide. From setting up and running Sakai for 
the first time to creatively using its tools, this book delivers everything you need to know. 

Sakai represents a Collaboration and Learning Environment that provides the means of 
managing users, courses, instructors, and facilities, as well as a spectrum of tools 
including assessment, grading, and messaging. 

The book opens with an overview that explains Sakai, its history, and how to set up a 
demonstration version. The underlying structures within Sakai are described and you can 
then start working on Sakai and create your first course or project site using the concepts 
explained in this book. You will then structure online courses for teaching and 
collaboration between groups of students. Soon after mastering the Administration 
Workspace section you will realize that there is a vast difference between the knowledge 
that is required for running a demonstration version of Sakai and that needed for 
maintaining production systems. You will then strengthen your concepts by going 
through the ten real-world situations given in this book. 

The book also discusses courses that have won awards, displays a rogue's gallery of 30 
active members of the community, and describes what motivates management at the 
University of Amsterdam to buy into Sakai. Finally, the executive director of the Sakai 
Foundation looks towards the future. 

What This Book Covers 
Chapter 1 is an introduction to Sakai. 

Chapter 2 explains how to install a demo version of the Sakai CLE. One way to approach 
understanding the content of this book is to have the demo running while reading the 
chapters on specific toolsets. 

Chapter 3 explains the underpinning technologies and how system integrators have 
deployed Sakai at large scales in practice. 

Chapter 4 describes how to create and manage your first project site. 

Chapter 5 involves creation of a course site, and learning more about working with roles 
and permissions, and sections and groups. 
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 Chapter 6 covers the many different site tools that are available to you and how quality is 
defended during their development. 

Chapter 7 discusses the various types of tools and show how they are used in project, 
course, and portfolio sites. 

Chapter 8 covers tools that have been built by third parties to fulfill specific needs. These 
tools are not found in the standard Sakai demonstration, but do have a lot of potential for 
improving a student's online learning experiences. 

Chapter 9 discusses how to use tools in combination to create a better online  
learning experience. 

Chapter 10 introduces the administrative features of Sakai. 

Chapter 11 discusses the Sakai web services for creating and maintaining users, sites,  
and groups and list a wide variety of existing services explaining how to discover and 
connect to them. 

Chapter12 is an advanced chapter that explains concepts that you need during  
first-time Sakai deployments. In this chapter, you will find an overview of third-party 
frameworks that Sakai is built upon, how to manage and monitor Java, and interviews 
with various experts. 

Chapter 13 is about common error messages in Sakai and how to deal with them. 

Chapter 14 presents ten international case studies showing Sakai at its best. 

Chapter 15 takes a look at what makes an award winning courses, award winning. 

Chapter 16 discusses motivations for deploying open source applications in higher 
education environments such as at the University of Amsterdam. 

Chapter 17 discusses how to successfully interact with the Sakai community. 

Chapter 18 outlines the biographies of around 30 members of the Sakai community  
and is intended to give you a feeling for the strength, wealth, and vibrancy of the 
community's being. 

Chapter 19 is a discussion about the future of Sakai. 
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Web Services: Connecting to 
the Enterprise

From the very beginning, it was clear that Sakai needed to exist in universities at 
enormous scales, supporting hundreds of thousands of students. With requirements 
changing and evolving, and ever-increasing user expectations, Sakai had to be able to 
connect with a multitude of external systems. When Sakai was designed, the specifi cs 
of the majority of the connected systems were not knowable. To adapt to these tough 
circumstances, Sakai supplies web services that are easy to hook into or to write. 
Sakai exposes services for creating and maintaining users, sites, and groups. These 
services are easily extensible to include any part of the Sakai framework.

 This is an advanced chapter that explains the two main types of web service, SOAP 
(Simple Object Access Protocol) and Representational State Transfer (REST) 
(http://microformats.org/wiki/rest). It also covers already-existing web 
services and describes how to hook into them. If you follow the examples, you 
will be able to write and deploy your fi rst service. Lastly, this chapter includes a 
few simple client-side Perl scripts that create new users using both the SOAP and 
RESTful approaches.

Connecting to Sakai is straightforward, and simple tasks, such as automatic course 
creation, take only a few tens of lines of programming effort.
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There are signifi cant advantages to having web services in the enterprise. If a 
developer writes an application that calls a number of web services, then the 
application does not need to know the hidden details behind the services. It just 
needs to agree on what data to send. This loosely couples the application to the 
services. Later, you can replace one web service with another. Programmers do 
not need to change the code on the application side. SOAP works well with most 
organizations' fi rewalls (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firewall), as SOAP 
uses the same protocol as web browsers. System administrators have a tendency to 
protect an organization's network by closing unused ports to the outside world. This 
means that most of the time there is no extra network confi guration effort required to 
enable web services.

Another simplifying factor is that a programmer does not need to know the details of 
SOAP or REST, as there are libraries and frameworks that hide the underlying magic. 
For the Sakai implementation of SOAP, to add a new service is as simple as writing 
a small amount of Java code within a text fi le, which then is automatically compiled 
and run the fi rst time the service is called. This is great for rapid application 
development and deployment, as the system administrator does not need to restart 
Sakai for each change. Just as importantly, the Sakai services use the well-known 
libraries from the Apache Axis project (http://ws.apache.org/axis/).

 SOAP is an XML message passing protocol that, in the case of Sakai sites, sits on 
top of the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP).  HTTP is the protocol used by 
web browsers to obtain web pages from a server. The client sends messages in 
XML format to a service, including the information that the service needs, and 
then the service returns a message with the results or an error message. A readable 
reference to this interchange is the book Pro Apache XML by Poornachandra Sarang, 
PhD (http://www.freesoftwaremagazine.com/articles/book_review_pro_
apache_xml).

The full defi nition of HTTP is given at 
http://www.w3.org/TR/soap12-part1.

The architects introduced SOAP-based web services fi rst to Sakai and later RESTful 
services. Unlike SOAP, instead of sending XML via HTTP posts to one URL that 
points to a service, REST sends to a URL that includes information about the entity, 
such as a user, with which the client wishes to interact. For example, a REST URL 
for viewing an address book item could look similar to http://host/direct/
addressbook_item/15. Applying URLs in this way makes understandable address 
spaces that are easier for a human to read. This more intuitive approach simplifi es 
coding. Further, SOAP XML passing requires that the client and server parse the 
XML and at times, the parsing effort is expensive in CPU cycles and response times.
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 The Entity Broker is an internal service that makes life easier for programmers and 
helps them manipulate entities. Entities in Sakai are managed pieces of data such 
as representations of courses, users, grade books, and so on. In the newer versions 
of Sakai, the Entity Broker has the power to expose entities as RESTful services. In 
contrast, for SOAP services, if you wanted a new service, you would need to write 
it yourself. Over time, the Entity Broker exposes more and more entities RESTfully, 
delivering more hooks free to integrate with other enterprise systems.

Both SOAP and REST services sit on top of the HTTP protocol, 
which is explained in the next section of this chapter.

Protocols
This section explains how web browsers talk to servers in order to gather web pages. 
It  explains how to use the telnet command and a visual tool called TCPMON 
(http://ws.apache.org/commons/tcpmon/tcpmontutorial.html) to gain insight 
into how web services and Web 2.0 technologies work.

Playing with Telnet
 It turns out that message passing occurs via text commands between the browser and 
the server. Web browsers use HTTP (http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/
rfc2616.html) to get web pages and the embedded content from the server and to 
send form information to the server. HTTP talks between the client and server via 
text (7 bit ASCII) commands. When humans talk with each other, they have a wide 
vocabulary. However, HTTP uses fewer than twenty words.

You can experiment directly with HTTP using a Telnet client to send your 
commands to a web server. For example, if your demonstration Sakai instance is 
running on port 8080, the following command will get you the login page:

telnet localhost 8080

GET /portal/login

  The GET command does what it sounds like and gets a web page. Forms can use 
the GET verb to send data at the end of the URL. For example, GET /portal/
login?name=alan&age=15 is sending the variables name=alan and age=15 to 
the server.
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Installing TCPMON
You can use the TCPMON tool to view requests and responses from a web browser 
such as Firefox. One of TCPMON's abilities is that it can act as an invisible man in 
the middle, recording the messages between the web browser and the server. 
Once set up, the requests sent from the browser go to TCPMON and TCPMON 
passes the request on to the server. The server passes back a response and then 
TCPMON, a transparent proxy (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proxy_server), 
returns the response to the web browser. This allows us to look at all requests and 
responses graphically.

First, you can set TCPMON up to listen on a given port number—by convention, 
normally, port 8888—and then you can confi gure your web browser to send its 
requests through the proxy. Then, you can type the address of a given page into 
the web browser, but instead of going directly to the relevant server, the browser 
sends the request to the proxy, which then passes it on and passes the response back. 
TCPMON displays both the request and responses in a window.

You can download TCPMON from 
 http://ws.apache.org/commons/tcpmon/download.cgi.

After downloading and unpacking, you can, from within the build directory, run 
either tcpmon.bat for the Windows environment or tcpmon.sh for Unix/Linux 
environments. To confi gure a proxy, you can click the Admin tab and then set the 
Listen Port to 8888 and select the Proxy radio button. After that, clicking Add will 
create a new tab, where the requests and responses will later be displayed.
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Your favorite web browser now has to recognize the newly set up proxy. For Firefox 
3, you can do this by selecting the menu option Edit/Preferences and then choosing 
the advanced tab and the network tab, as shown next. You will need to set the proxy 
options HTTP proxy to 127.0.0.1 and the port number to 8888. If you do this, you 
will need to ensure that the No proxies text input is blank. Clicking the OK button 
enables the new settings.

 To use the Proxy from within Internet Explorer 7 for a Local Area Network (LAN), 
you can edit the dialog box found under Tools | Internet Options | Connections | 
LAN settings.
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Once the proxy is working, typing http://localhost:8080/portal/login in 
the address bar will seamlessly return the login page of your local Sakai instance. 
Otherwise, you will see an error message similar to Proxy Server Refused 
Connection for Firefox or Internet Explorer cannot display the webpage.

To turn the proxy settings off, simply select the No Proxies radio box and click OK 
for Firefox 3, or unselect the Use the proxy server for the LAN tick box in Internet 
Explorer 7 and click OK.

Requests and returned status codes
When TCPMON is running a proxy on port 8888, it allows you to view the requests 
from the browser and the response in an extra tab, as shown in the following screen 
grab. Notice the extra information that the browser sends as part of the request. 
HTTP/1.1 defi nes the protocol and version level and the lines below the GET are header 
variables. The User-Agent defi nes which client sent the request. The Accept headers 
tell the server what the capabilities of the browser are, and the Cookie header defi nes 
the value stored in a cookie. HTTP is stateless, that is, in principle; each response is 
based only on the current request. However, to get around this, persistent information 
can be stored in cookies. Web browsers normally store their representation of a cookie 
as a little text fi le or in a small database on the end users' computers.
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  Sakai uses the supporting features of a servlet container, such as Tomcat, to maintain 
state in cookies. A cookie stores a session ID, and when the server sees the session ID, 
it can look up the request's server-side state. Server-side state contains information 
such as whether the user is logged in or what he or she has ordered. The web 
browser deletes the local representation of the cookie each time the browser closes.

 A cookie that is deleted when a web browser closes 
is known as a session cookie.

The server response starts with the protocol followed by a status number. HTTP/1.1 
200 OK tells the web browser that the server is using HTTP version 1.1 and it was 
able to return the requested web page successfully. 2xx status codes imply success. 
3xx status codes imply some form of redirection and tell the web browser where to 
try to pick up the requested resource. 4xx status codes are for client errors, such as 
malformed requests or lack of permission to obtain the resource. 4xx states are fertile 
grounds for security managers to look in log fi les for attempted hacking. 5xx status 
codes mostly have to do with a failure of the server itself and are mostly of interest to 
system administrators and programmers during the debugging cycle. In most cases, 
5xx status numbers are about either high server load or a broken piece of code. Sakai 
is changing rapidly and even with the most vigorous testing, there are bound to be 
the occasional hiccups. You will fi nd accurate details of the full range of status codes 
at: http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec10.html.

  Another important part of the response is the Content-Type, which tells the web 
browser which type of material the response is returning so the browser knows how 
to handle it. For example, the web browser may want to run a plug-in for video types 
and display text natively. The Content-Length in characters is normally also given. 
After the header information is fi nished, there is a newline followed by the content.

Web browsers interpret any redirects that are returned by sending extra requests. 
Web browsers also interpret any HTML pages and make multiple requests for 
resources such as JavaScript fi les and images. Modern browsers do not wait until the 
server returns all the requests, but render the HTML page live as the server returns 
the parts.
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The GET verb is not very effi cient for posting a large amount of data, as the URL has 
a length limit of around 2000 characters. Further, the end user can see the form data, 
and the browser may encode entities such as spaces to make the URL unreadable. 
There is also a security aspect: if you are typing in passwords in forms using GET, 
others may see your password or other details. This is not a good idea, especially at 
Internet Cafés where the next user who logs on can see the password in the browsing 
history. The POST verb is a better choice. Let us take as an example the Sakai 
demonstration login page http://localhost:8080/portal/login. The login page 
itself contains a form tag that points with the POST method to the relogin page.

<form method="post" action="http://localhost:8080/portal/relogin" 
enctype="application/x-www-form-urlencoded"> 

Notice the HTML tag also defi nes the content type. Key features of the Post request 
compared to the GET are: the form values are stored as content after the header 
values, there is a newline between the end of the header and the data, and the 
request mentions data and the amount of data by the use of the Content-Length 
header value.

The essential POST values for a login form with user admin (eid=admin) and 
password admin (pw=admin) will look like:

POST http://localhost:8080/portal/relogin HTTP/1.1

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

Content-Length: 31

eid=admin&pw=admin&submit=Login

POSTs can contain much more information than GETs, and the request hides 
the values from the Address bar of the web browser. This is not secure. The header 
is just as visible as the URL, so POST values are also neither hidden nor secure. 
The only viable solution is for your web browser to encrypt your transactions using 
SSL/TLS (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2246.txt) for security, and this occurs 
every time you   connect to a server using an HTTPS URL.

SOAP
  Sakai uses the Apache Axis framework, which the developers have confi gured to 
accept SOAP calls via POST. SOAP sends messages in a specifi c XML format with 
the Content-Type, otherwise known as MIME type, application/soap+xml. A 
programmer does not need to know much more than that, as client libraries take 
care of the majority of the excruciating low-level details. An example SOAP message 
generated by the Perl module SOAP::Lite (http://www.soaplite.com/)  for creating 
a login session in Sakai will look like the following Post data:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<soap:Envelope xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:soapenc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/" xmlns:
xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" soap:encodingStyle="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/" xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.
org/soap/envelope/">

<soap:Body>

<login xmlns="http://localhost:8081/sakai-axis/SakaiLogin.jws">

   <c-gensym3 xsi:type="xsd:string">admin</c-gensym3>

   <c-gensym5 xsi:type="xsd:string">admin</c-gensym5>

</login>

</soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>

There is an envelope with a body containing data for the service to consume. The 
important point to remember is that both the client and the server have to be able to 
parse the specifi c XML schema. SOAP messages can include extra security features, 
but Sakai does not require these. The architects expect organizations to encrypt web 
services using SSL/TSL.

The last extra SOAP-related complexity is the Web Service Description Language 
(http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl). Web services may change location or exist in 
multiple locations for redundancy. The service writer can defi ne the location of 
the services and the data types involved with those services in another fi le,
 in XML format.

JSON
 Also worth mentioning is JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) (http://tools.
ietf.org/html/rfc4627), which is another popular format passed using HTTP. 
A signifi cant improvement in the quality of the end user experience during web 
browsing occurred when web developers realized that they could force browsers to 
load parts of a web page in at a time. This asynchronous loading enables all kinds 
of whiz-bang features, such as when you type in a search term and can choose from 
a set of search term completions before pressing submit. Asynchronous loading 
delivers more responsive and richer web pages that feel more like traditional 
applications than a plain old web page. JSON is one of the formats of choice for 
passing asynchronous requests and responses.
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The asynchronous communication normally occurs through HTTP GET or POST, but 
with a specifi c content structure that is designed to be human readable and script 
language parser-friendly. JSON calls have the fi le extension .json as part of the 
URL. As  mentioned in RFC 4627, an example image object communicated in JSON 
looks like:

   {

      "Image": {

          "Width":  800,

          "Height": 600,

          "Title":  "View from 15th Floor",

          "Thumbnail": {

              "Url":    "http://www.example.com/image/481989943",

              "Height": 125,

              "Width":  "100"

          },

          "IDs": [116, 943, 234, 38793]

        }

   }

To confuse the boundaries between client and server, a lot of the presentation and 
business logic is locked on the client side in scripting languages such as JavaScript. 
The scripting language orchestrates the loading of parts of pages and the 
generation of widget sets. Frameworks such as jQuery (http://jquery.com/) 
and MyFaces  (http://myfaces.apache.org/) signifi cantly ease the client-side 
programming burden.

REST
  To understand REST, you need to understand the other verbs in HTTP 
(http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec9.html). The full HTTP 
set is OPTIONS, GET, HEAD, POST, PUT, DELETE, and TRACE.

  The HEAD verb returns from the server only the headers of the response without the 
content, and is useful for clients that want to see if the content has changed since the 
last request. PUT requests that the content in the request be stored at the particular 
location mentioned in the request. DELETE is for deleting the entity.
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REST uses the URL of the request to route to the resource, and the HTTP verb GET 
is used to get a resource, PUT to update, DELETE to delete, and POST to add a new 
resource. In general, POST=create an item, PUT=update an item, DELETE=delete an 
item, and GET=return information on the item.

In SOAP, you are pointing directly towards the service the client calls or indirectly 
via the web service description. However, in REST, part of the URL describes the 
resource or resources you wish to work with. For example, a hypothetical address 
book application that lists all email addresses in HTML format would look similar to 
the following:

GET /email

To list the addresses in XML format or JSON format:

GET /email.xml

GET /email.json

To get the fi rst email address in the list:

GET /email/1

To create a new email address, of course remembering to add the rest of email details 
to the end of the GET:

POST /email

And to delete address 5 in the list:

DELETE /email/5

To obtain address 5 in other formats such as JSON or XML, then use fi le extensions at 
the end of the URL, for example:

GET /email/5.json

GET /email/5.xml

RESTful services are more intuitively descriptive than SOAP services and they 
enable easy switching of the format from HTML to JSON to fuel dynamic, 
asynchronously-loaded web sites. Due to the direct use of HTTP verbs by REST, this 
methodology also fi ts well with the most common application type: CRUD (Create, 
Read, Update, Delete)  applications, such as the site or user tools within Sakai.

Now that we have discussed the theory, in the next section, we shall discuss which 
Sakai-related SOAP services already exist.
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Existing web services
Sakai has built in, by default, the most community-requested web services, and there 
are also a few more services in the contributed section of the source code repository. 
This section describes the currently available services and the next section explains 
an example use, creating a new user.

Recapping terminology
In general, developers write web services for other developer's code to connect 
to (consume). Therefore, terminology can be confusing. Recapping from the last 
chapter: in Sakai, a realm is a set of roles and their associated permissions. When you 
create a site, a copy is made from a specifi c realm template for that particular site 
type. The permissions can then be modifi ed for the roles in the site, and members 
added to the site with one or other of the specifi c roles. Internally, Sakai uses 
AuthzGroups to keep track of groups of users. An AuthzGroup is an authorization 
group (a group of users, each with a role and a set of permissions of functions 
assigned to each role). A site contains pages; when you click on the tool menu for 
a given tool, normally, you will see one tool displayed in a page. However, for the 
home page tool, you will see more tools contained within a page.

Default web services
T he following table defi nes the default web services and the methods included. 
Notice that the SakaiScript service is the most comprehensive.

 To enable the web services, you will need to add the property 
webservices.allowlogin=true in sakai/sakai.properties.

Service Methods Description
SakaiLogin  login, logout Web services need 

to log in before they 
can call other services 
that do work

SakaiPortalLogin   login, loginAndCreate, 
UsageSessionService_loginDirect 

Web services to help 
connections from 
Portal software such 
as uPortal
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Service Methods Description
SakaiScript   checkSession, addNewUser, 

removeUser, changeUserInfo, 
changeUserName, changeUserEmail, 
changeUserType, changeUserPassword, 
getUserEmail, getUserDisplayName, 
addNewAuthzGroup, removeAuthzGroup, 
addNewRoleToAuthzGroup, 
removeAllRolesFromAuthzGroup, 
removeRoleFromAuthzGroup, 
allowFunctionForRole, 
disallowAllFunctionsForRole, 
setRoleDescription, 
addMemberToAuthzGroupWithRole, 
removeMemberFromAuthzGroup, 
removeAllMembersFromAuthzGroup, 
setRoleForAuthzGroupMaintenance,  
addMemberToSiteWithRole,add NewSite, 
removeSite, copySite, addNewPageToSite, 
removePageFromSite, addNewToolToPage, 
addConfi gPropertyToTool, 
checkForUser, checkForSite, 
checkForMemberInAuthzGroupWithRole, 
getSitesUserCanAccess 

Function-rich service 
that includes the 
main services you 
would expect for 
manipulating users, 
sites, memberships, 
and permissions 
in sites

SakaiSession   checkSession, getSessionUser Service that 
returns the session 
information of the 
string sent to it

SakaiSigning  establishSession, testsign, verifysign, 
getsession, touchsession 

Enables external 
application to verify a 
user and is normally 
used in conjunction 
with the Rutgers Link 
tool

SakaiSite   establishSession, getUserSite, getSiteList, 
joinAllSites, getSitesDom, getToolsDom 

Site manipulation 
services. The 
methods with the 
word DOM return 
strings in a specifi c 
XML format
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A number of the services have the same establishSession method. This saves the 
client code calling a second service (SakaiLogin).

 A consumer of web services is the Rutgers Link tool (https://source.
sakaiproject.org/svn//linktool/). The link tool is a tool within Sakai that points 
outward to an external application of choice and makes the end user believe the 
external tool is actually part of Sakai. The end user clicks the tool link. On clicking, 
the link directs the user's browser to the external application. As part of the request, 
the browser passes on a cookie containing an encrypted session ID. The external 
application then sends the encrypted session back to the testSign method contained 
within the SakaiSigning web service, which will return true if the link tool 
generated the session. Through this approach, Single Sign-On (SSO) between Sakai 
and an external application is achieved and the external tool now looks like part of 
the Sakai site.

There are extra web services available in the contributed source repository 
(https://source.sakaiproject.org/contrib), including:
•/rutgers/webservices/ for grade book manipulation
•/sakaiadminx/trunk/ws/ to support delegated administration
•/uct/webservices/ for manipulating assignments, users, content, 
and the message center, presence, and profi le
•/qa/trunk/provisioning/version_2/—an offering from the 
University of Michigan and Amsterdam University to support the 
generation of large numbers of populated sites, ready for use as part of 
realistic stress testing environment
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Sakai and SOAP
Sakai SOAP web services piggyback on top of the Apache Axis project. Creating 
basic Sakai web services is programmer-friendly because Apache Axis removes 
many of the hard chores. All you have to do is create a Java class in a text fi le under 
the /web-apps/sakai-axis directory and any public method is automatically 
compiled into a service with a WSDL fi le automatically generated for it, ready for 
discovery by the client program. The compilation of the web service occurs after 
creation or modifi cation and is triggered by the next incoming request. What is 
helpful is that when you make a typo or other mistake, the server displays the 
compilation error as a web page at the URL of the broken service, as shown in the 
next screen grab. Notice that the line number and type of error are included. The 
combination of text processing with a rich set of services to call on, plus the fact 
that it is not necessary to restart the server every time you compile, makes for rapid 
development cycles.  

My first web service
To create your fi rst web service, you can add the fi le /web-apps/sakai-axis/
MyTest.jws with the following contents to a running demonstration instance of Sakai:

public class MyTest{
    public String YouSaid(String message){
        return "You said: "+message;
    }
}
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Then, typing in http://localhost:8080/sakai-axis/MyTest.jws?wsdl will return 
a corresponding WSDL fi le similar to the fi gure below. Notice that it would take a 
human perhaps 30 minutes to generate the fi le and the computer took milliseconds.
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My first client
 For the programmers among you, the following piece of Perl code consumes 
the service:

#!/usr/bin/perl

use SOAP::Lite;

my $host='http://localhost:8080';

my $soap = SOAP::Lite -> proxy("$host/sakai-axis/MyTest.jws?wsdl");   

my $result =$soap->YouSaid("WHAT!");

print $result->result()."\n\n";

The returned result is:

You said: WHAT!

 The SOAP Lite module interprets the WSDL fi le and after that, you can name the 
web service method directly in the code with the correct number of parameters. This 
feature results in code that is much more readable and thus maintainable. Changing 
the variable $host changes the server location. Changing the service and method 
requires the little nudge of modifying lines 4 and 5.

A more realistic client example
 Sakai web services will not let you perform any action without fulfi lling 
two prerequisites: the fi rst is you need to set the property webservices.
allowlogin=true in sakai/sakai.properties, and the second is that the client 
code needs to obtain a session in the form of a returned random string from a login 
service, and then use this string as part of any calls you make to other services. 
If the client code tries to perform any action without logging in, the server returns 
an error message.

The login service requires a username and password and it is very important 
to note that in production, you are expected to run the client code over an 
SSL/TLS connection.
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The following piece of Perl code gets a session ID and then uses it as part of a second 
web service call to the addNewUser method, which, as you would expect from the 
name, then creates a new user in Sakai.

#!/usr/bin/perl
use SOAP::Lite;
my $host='http://localhost:8080';
my $soap = SOAP::Lite                                                    
                                      

   -> proxy("$host/sakai-axis/SakaiLogin.jws?wsdl");
my $result =$soap->login("admin","admin");

my $sessionid=$result->result();
$soap = SOAP::Lite                                                       
                                 
   -> proxy("$host/sakai-axis/SakaiScript.jws?wsdl");
$soap->addNewUser( $sessionid, 'alanberg', 'Alan', 'Berg', 'berg@xx.nl', 
'', 'useruser'); 
if ($result->fault) {
  print "Error";
} else {
   print "Success\n";
}

Even if you fi nd the Perl code unreadable, the point of the example 
is to show how only few lines of coding are required for an 
enterprise to hook into Sakai. 

Entity Broker
  Over time, more and more tools and services are included with Sakai. Therefore, 
there is an ever-expanding set of data, such as courses, users, polls, forums, grade 
books, assessments, and new data structures, available for integration.

It would be handy indeed if instead of needing to write custom web services per new 
entity, a tool programmer could call a service, write, and register his or her data for 
exposure. The kernel would then become responsible for the end delivery and the 
RESTful web services. Because the programmer does not have to deal as much with 
the details as before the services existed, the structure reduces the duplication of 
code and effort and increases maintainability, quality, and scalability, and generally 
eases the programmer's burden. Further, if by default, the entities are exposed as 
MIME types HTML, .JSON, .XML, you can write rich web-based applications and 
widget sets that consume the .JSON and .XML formats from the data within Sakai.
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The Entity Broker is one such service that allows code to fi nd and get at important 
data in Sakai and easily manipulate that data from within Java objects. To 
accommodate the ever-changing set of requirements, the data needs to have some 
uniform parts to it, such as an ID and an associated URL, and it needs to have the 
ability to register its existence to a central service. If the data has this kind of a 
structure, it is called an entity, the original technical details of which you can fi nd in 
the source code under /reference/docs/architecture/sakai_entity.doc.

You can fi nd the Java-specifi c details of the Entity Broker on Confl uence 
(http://confluence.sakaiproject.org/confluence/display/SAKDEV/Entity+
Provider+and+Broker).

 Unless you are a hardcore Sakai kernel programmer, it really is not important to 
understand the hidden and subtle details. You just need to know how to fi nd out 
which services exist and how to do business with those services.

Finding descriptions of services
 For the demonstration instance, the Entity Broker services exist under the 
/direct URL space. To view a human-readable description of all the services, 
visit http://localhost:8080/direct/desc. The following fi gure is the description 
of services available on one of the Sakai QA servers.
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To zoom into the description of the user service, use the following demonstration 
URL: http://localhost:8080/direct/user/describe.

On different tag versions of Sakai, different services exist. However, every available 
entity is described by the same URL structure: http://hostname:port/direct/
entity_prefix/describe.

It is helpful to read the specifi c description page for each entity, as Entity Broker 
empowers the programmer to add custom actions. The describe page next is for the 
user entity. 

Notice that custom actions currently exist and the server returns data in either XML 
or in the JSON format.
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Before logging on to the demonstration instance of Sakai, fi rst visit the URL 
http://localhost:8080/direct/user/current. Notice that the returned HTML 
page tells you in a 400 HTTP status error message that there is no current user to get 
user information about. This makes sense, as you have not logged in. After you log 
in and revisit the page, the server still does not return the user information. Instead, 
an error occurs, as HTML is not one of the supported return formats for this entity. 
The JSON format is, and to obtain your current information in JSON format, simply 
visit:  http://localhost:8080/direct/user/current.json 

Authenticating
 At this point in the section, if you have everything set up properly to run TCPMON 
and watch the request and responses generated, then running the example code 
mentioned next will allow you to see how REST works in practice.

For a client-side application to create a new user, it must fi rst obtain a session via a 
post to the URL http://localhost:8080/direct/session/new with the variables 
_username and _password set, as described in http://localhost:8080/direct/
session/describe. The server returns the session ID in the form of one of the 
header values, EntityId, which the script then passes on in any sent requests. You 
can also pass the sessionId as sakai.session=sessionId as a header or in the 
URL. You can also use a cookie with the same values included.

To create a user, the client application will need to post to the user service with at 
minimum the eid (Enterprise ID) variable set. Note that the user/describe URL 
explains which name and value pairs are valid.

A client-side coding example
 For the programming-inclined, I include the following listing that creates a session 
as user admin, with the password admin, and then creates a user in Sakai with 
eid=its_alive, firstName=The and lastName=Monster. For the sake of brevity, 
there is no programmatic error checking.

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use strict;

use LWP::UserAgent;

use HTTP::Request::Common;

my $host='http://localhost:8080';

my $credential = "_username=admin&_password=admin";

my $user='eid=its_alive&firstName=The&lastName=Monster';
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my $userAgent = LWP::UserAgent->new();

my $response = $userAgent->request(POST "$host/direct/session/new",

Content_Type => 'application/x-www-form-urlencoded',

Content => $credential);

my $entityid= $response->header('EntityId');

print "Session:  $host/direct/session/$entityid\n";

$response = $userAgent->request(POST "$host/direct/user/new",

Content_Type => 'application/x-www-form-urlencoded',

Content => $user);

$entityid= $response->header('EntityId');

print "User [json format]: $host/direct/user/$entityid.json\n";

print "User [XML format]: $host/direct/user/$entityid.xml\n";

On running, the output of the script should look similar to the following:

Session:  http://localhost:8080/direct/session/770588c7-9a58-46f6-8d47-
7c92cab93759

User [json format]: http://localhost:8080/direct/user/c9ab941f-3fac-4827-
ad00-c4f98cf9ad5e.json

User [XML format]: http://localhost:8080/direct/user/c9ab941f-3fac-4827-
ad00-c4f98cf9ad5e.xml

 Once you have written one client script, any new scripts are going to be quite similar. 
Expect an ever-expanding set of client scripts to be included in the contrib section, 
waiting for new organizations to pick them up.

Interview with Entity Broker author 
Aaron Zeckoski 
 Who is Aaron Zeckoski and what is his relationship with Sakai?

I am a developer and Senior Research Engineer for CARET (Centre for 
Applied Research in Educational Technologies), University of Cambridge. 
I am responsible for webapp and service development. I have worked in 
academic computing for about seven years, maintaining development 
documentation for Sakai and running training for Sakai developers. I am an 
inaugural Sakai Fellow and test-driven development advocate, DSpace and 
Sakai committer.
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Can you tell us a little bit about the functionality you have been involved in 
coding into Sakai in general?

Many bug fi xes and patches for various boring things, Integration works 
at various universities. Development tools like the Sakai App Builder, 
Refl ectUtils, and GenericDAO. Tools like Evaluation and BlogWow. Data 
feeds for the UX project.

What was your motivation for writing Entity Broker?

I needed a way to generate clean URLs into Sakai tools and wanted to make 
Sakai development and integration with core services easier for the average 
developer. Further, I wanted a more standard way to handle REST and 
data input and output in Sakai. I wanted to make external (non-Java) Sakai 
development easier.

Why did you choose to use RESTful services over SOAP services?

REST is easier for the average developer to understand and it integrates 
and works with anything without much effort. It is also much easier to use 
with things like Javascript/AJAX.

Have you any future plans for Entity Broker

 Add more support for standards (OpenSearch 1.1 URL support was just 
added) and output formats (RSS, ATOM are on the radar), integration 
with GWT, make it more modular so it can be used in projects like K2 
and DSpace 2.

WSRP
 Portals such as uPortal (http://www.uportal.org) aggregate information from 
various systems into channels that are part of one view for the user. A typical 
university may include an accumulation of the newest emails, RSS feeds for up 
and coming events, and links into important systems such as Sakai and the library 
systems. An institute can enforce a single corporate look and feel through a portal 
and empower the end user to transverse effi ciently through their most current 
personalized information.
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 In the Java world, programmers can package channels into little applications that 
interact  in a standard way with the portal system. These standard packages are 
called portlets and the interactions are standardized via JSR-168 (http://jcp.org/
aboutJava/communityprocess/review/jsr168/). This standardization allows the 
portlets to be shared between different commercial and non-commercial portals and 
enables organizations to avoid locking in to a particular vendor's solution.

 The issue with JSR-168 portlets is that the standardization constrains the range of 
events the portlet can react to and consequently makes the user experience less rich.

Portlets reside on the portal and, traditionally, get their own external data from RSS 
feeds or under the water via web services.

Sakai is thoroughly RSS enabled. For example, visit the main page of your 
demonstration server with the URL http://localhost:8080/portal/rss and you 
will see an RSS-rendered version of the main page. After logging in and visiting 
the page again, you will get to see more details. For a PDA-compliant page, visit 
http://localhost:8080/portal/pda.

Having all the portlet code on the portal system makes for a lot of code in one place 
and this is a serious risk for later trouble in terms of performance, code duplication, 
maintainability, and connecting to external data sources consistently. The web 
services for Remote Portlets WSRP (http://oasis-open.org/committee/wsrp) 
service allows a Portal to call WSRP-enabled portlets remotely directly from the 
portal via web services. On the portal side, all you would need now is a connector 
that an administrator can then confi gure to target a specifi c service.

Building a viable Portal system has knock-on effects on the background systems. 
If users hit the Portal heavily, and potentially the whole of an organizations 
population, then also expect a considerable increase in usage on the secondary 
systems. The deploying organization needs to preemptively strengthen legacy 
systems. Further, end users naturally expect to safely follow links from the various 
feeds directly into the associated background application. End users do not expect to 
have to log in more than once and only through the portal. If enacted, Single Sign On 
through mechanisms such as CAS (http://www.ja-sig.org/products/cas/) or 
 Shibboleth (http://shibboleth.internet2.edu/) is viable. Uniform provisioning 
of user accounts across the full spectrum of linked-to applications is also a concern.

For Sakai, it makes sense to expose to a portal user a list of what is new in the user's 
courses, schedules, the Message of the Day, and other facets of the daily interaction 
between learners and Sakai. Whenever possible, it is a good idea for system 
integrators to use current standards to do so.
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 Activating the services within Sakai requires downloading and installing an extra 
web application (Servlet) that runs within a specifi c Sakai instance and delivers 
the WSRP  producer services. The location of the most up-to-date README is 
https://source.sakaiproject.org/svn/wsrp/trunk/producer/README.txt. 
The code is based on the WSRP4J framework http://portals.apache.org/wsrp4j.

As the code is not included as part of the enterprise core tool set, your organization 
will have to fully test any signifi cant deployments.

In summary to this section, there is code available to connect a Portal to Sakai via 
WSRP-based web services. However, you need to test the code before you deploy it 
in production.

Summary
Web services are one of the standard approaches to enterprise integration. The 
services allow for lazy coupling with consuming applications. Lazy coupling implies 
that you can replace one service with another without the code in a client application 
needing to change.

Sakai has a basic set of SOAP-based web services available, which an administrator 
can turn on by setting webservices.allowlogin=true in the sakai/sakai.
properties fi le. There are more services that you can deploy stored in the contrib 
section of Sakai.

By placing a text fi le with a few lines of Java in the right location in Sakai, a 
programmer can create new web services rapidly. Many client-side libraries remove 
the need to understand the underlying complexities of the protocols involved.

The Entity Broker exposes managed data (entities) within Sakai, such as the 
representation of users and sites by RESTful web services. You can discover 
currently available services by visiting http://host/direct.

It is possible to connect Sakai to Portal systems via the WSRP standard.

The next chapter, Tips from the Trenches, is an advanced chapter that explains 
concepts that you need during fi rst-time Sakai deployments. In it, you will fi nd an 
overview of the third-party frameworks that Sakai is built upon, how to manage and 
monitor Java, and interviews with various experts.
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